A successive approximation procedure is employed for determining the threshold loci. Specifically, for a chosen delivered acoustic intensity, the times of irradiation for the longest acoustic pulse yielding a negative effect and for the shortest acoustic pulse yielding a positive effect, i.e., to produce a lesion just observable with the light microscope, are sought. This procedure requires numerous specimens to establish a threshold point and Table I 
The recent observation x that a simple relation de- A successive approximation procedure is employed for determining the threshold loci. Specifically, for a chosen delivered acoustic intensity, the times of irradiation for the longest acoustic pulse yielding a negative effect and for the shortest acoustic pulse yielding a positive effect, i.e., to produce a lesion just observable with the light microscope, are sought. This procedure requires numerous specimens to establish a threshold point and Table I R is to be observed that all the frequencies exhibit straight lines of slope very nearly -•, on the log-log plot, and may be described by the relation Though the tissues of the central nervous system have been extensively studied as regards threshold dependencies, information on other tissues is beginning to emerge and it appears that irreversible structural change thresholds for rabbit kidney, liver, and testes are similar to that of the mammalian brain. 8 Such data on a variety of tissues and specimens are of the utmost importance from both the points of view of sagacious employment of this agent in medical practice and for the elucidation of the fundamental physical mechanisms involved in the production of such changes.
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